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2 Student’s own answer. Names of characters or quotations
or descriptions of events can make good chapter headings. 
Sample answers: Chapter 2  Dave Slatin Moves to
Woodend or ‘The Corner Shop is a good idea’ or A
New Shop Opens.
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4 All these things are connected to Dave Slatin’s Special
Customers. When Anna finds them, she finds out how evil
Dave is. He helps people by hurting other people in terri-
ble ways, so he is not really helping them at all.
The rings belonged to Greta Gordon, the film star. She
gave them to Dave Slatin to pay him to help her.
The arm is from a broken doll. Dave Slatin says the doll
is Joanna Leigh, the actress who broke her arm, so
Greta Gordon got her part in a film.
The torn photograph is a picture of Brian Thomas the
goalkeeper, who was badly hurt when Mike Bailey
scored a goal and won a football match.

The briefcase belonged to Arthur Riseman. It was full 
of money. Arthur Riseman gave the money to Dave
Slatin to pay Dave to help him.
The broken aeroplane is a model of the one that
crashed. Six men were killed so Arthur Riseman could
become the new Chairman of ICS.

5 (a) DEVIL 
(b)SATAN
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The Stranger by Norman Whitney

PHOTO
COPIABLE

‘Here’s a photograph of me. 
I’ll sign it.’

‘Please go away. Leave me alone. 
I want to go home.’

‘I didn’t feel very well on Saturday morning.
I stayed in Woodend.’

‘My briefcase? I haven’t got my briefcase.’

‘Now tell me about your Special Orders.
Then I’ll come to London with you.’

I left the door open for you. I wanted you
to go into this room this morning.

two diamond rings 

a broken model aeroplane

a doll’s arm

a torn photograph

an empty briefcase


